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Communication is 

key …. 

How to develop 

independent 

learners….









Quick tips for developing a good grip…

•Use shorter pencils: Shorter pencils are easier to control then 
longer ones. It also encourages the child to pick the pencil up 
correctly as there is less room to add more fingers or hold it in an 
incorrect way.

•Teach the pinch and flip: Have the point of the pencil facing the 
child. Tell them to pinch the pencil by the tip and flip it over so it 
is sitting correctly in their hand.

•Crumble up a piece of paper: Have the child crumble a piece of 
paper into a ball and have them hold it in their hand while picking 
up the pencil. This will prevent the child from doing the fist grip.













Why Phonics?



• The children in Reception start their phonic journey on 

Phase 2. 

• We teach phonics daily ( 4 sounds per week) with a weekly 

recap on a Friday 

We follow a system called ‘Letters and Sounds’ 

There are 6 phases.

HhHow we teach Phonics in Reception



Letter Progression in Phase 2

Set 1: s a t p

Set 2: i n m d 

Set 3: g o c k 

Set 4: ck e u r

Set 5: h b f, ff l, ll ss





Progression in Phonics

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4



Tricky Words





The more you read,

The more you know.

The more you know,

The smarter you grow.

The smarter you grow,

The stronger your voice,

When speaking your mind

or making your choice. 







Pink A

Pink B

Red B

Red A

Reception 

Reading 

Stages



Yellow

Our aim is to 

support and 

encourage our 

Reception 

children to reach 

yellow level 

reading books

End Of Reception



Parents/carers play a vital role. It 

is important that children have 

plenty of practice reading at 

home in order to become fluent, 

confident readers.





Numbers are all around us, we count things, talk about time, 

recognise numerals in the environment and use number in most 

aspects of daily life.

In EYFS Maths is split into ‘Number’ and ‘Numerical Patterns’.

Knowing the 'twoness of two' is vital to then fully understand 

later mathematical problems.   










